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and trends are compared with each other and with tide gauges over the 48 year period 1960–2007, partially
predating the satellite altimetry era. Evaluated statistical reconstructions were built from tide-gauge data
(TGR), and dynamical reconstructions from ocean data assimilation (ODA) approaches. Although most of the
TGRs yield global-mean time series of sea level with trends deviating within only 60.1 mm yr21, the spatial
anomalies of the trends deviate substantially between the reconstructions over the period predating altimetry.
In contrast, TGRs match observed regional trend patterns fairly well during the satellite altimetry era. TGRs
match tide-gauge data better than ODA results; however, they exhibit less variability in the open ocean
compared to altimetric data. Over the prealtimetry period, all reconstructed regional sea level trend patterns
deviate substantially from each other. In terms of detrended correlations in this earlier period, the reconstructions match tide gauges, and each other, much better in the Paciﬁc than in the Atlantic. An ensemble of all
TGR and ODA estimates provides some improvements in correlations and trends to both tide gauges and
altimetry. Nevertheless, a lack of independent open ocean sea surface height data predating altimetry makes
impossible the validation of the ensemble for prealtimetry open ocean sea level trends and variability.
Estimating regional sea level changes prior to altimetry therefore remains an unsolved challenge.

1. Introduction
Understanding the causal relationship between observed sea level changes and underlying processes is an
important aspect of ongoing sea level research and a prerequisite for identifying anthropogenic inﬂuences
on climate. Today, altimetric satellite measurements of sea surface height (SSH) are used to study sea level
variability, jointly with steric height information available from Argo in situ temperature and salinity (density) measurements (e.g., Roemmich & Owens, 2000), and ocean mass changes inferred from gravimetry
(e.g., GRACE data; Tapley et al., 2004). In conjunction with output from numerical ocean models (e.g., Bromirski et al., 2011; Han et al., 2010), these observations have revealed a complex picture of global and regional
sea level variations and have considerably improved our understanding of present-day sea level changes in
terms of ocean variability and underlying changes in ocean mass, density, and circulation. Using this information to improve coupled climate models will produce more accurate projections of future sea level rise.
Unfortunately, required high-quality observations of regional sea level changes, continuous in time and
with quasi-global coverage, exist only since the advent of precise satellite altimetry in 1992 (Fu & Cazenave,
2001). Obtaining observational information on spatial sea level variations prior to the altimetry era therefore
remains a challenge due to the lack of sufﬁcient historical in situ or satellite ocean observations. As a result,
over most of the ocean, historical regional sea level change estimates do not exist, this holds especially for
the Southern Hemisphere. Over historical periods even as short as the last 40–50 years, regional SSH variations can only be inferred by extending the sparsely available and spatially inhomogeneous tide-gauge
data, or by estimating dynamical and thermosteric SSH in ocean reanalyses constrained by scattered temperature and very limited salinity data.
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To address this problem, regional sea level reconstructions have been built using statistical techniques, which
combine long tide gauge records of limited spatial coverage with shorter time scale sea level variability
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patterns of near-global coverage, available either from satellite altimetry or from numerical ocean models.
Using these techniques, a number of sea level reconstructions (Church et al., 2004; Meyssignac et al., 2012a;
Ray & Douglas, 2011) have been constructed based on EOF methods such as reduced space optimal interpola€ter (2010, 2014) complement these studies by using a neural
tion (RSOI; Kaplan et al., 1997). Wenzel and Schro
network for ﬁlling data gaps, and an interpolation method which involves ﬁnding mapping weights by ﬁtting
the tide-gauge data to the EOFs to approximate the altimetric patterns, instead of the reverse.
Ocean models, driven by atmospheric reanalyses and constrained by the few historic ocean observations available, are a valuable alternative to those statistical approaches and will add useful additional information to
observation-based reconstructions of past sea level changes on regional scales. Several existing ocean reanalysis products can now be used to estimate the time varying ocean state over the last 60 years, the results of
which can be used to study spatial sea level variations and underlying causes (Balmaseda et al., 2013; Carton
€hl
et al., 2005; Carton & Giese, 2008; Lombard et al., 2009; Song & Colberg, 2011; Wunsch & Heimbach, 2007). Ko
€hl (2015) applied the ECCO state estimation techniques to estimate regional SSH
and Stammer (2008) and Ko
changes over the last 50 years. Stammer et al. (2010) and Storto et al. (2015) compared SSH trends estimated
by various ocean reanalysis approaches and highlighted differences in SSH trends from those results, especially
for halosteric SSH trends. Chepurin et al. (2014) compared SSH data from ocean data reanalyses to tide gauges,
similar to our approach here, but our goal is to additionally compare these products to the tide gauge reconstructions. For a review of ocean data assimilation in support of climate research, see Stammer et al. (2013).
From the above observational and reanalysis based studies, it is reasonably concluded that estimates of
spatial SSH variability and trend patterns are signiﬁcantly different over the past 50 years from those
observed over the recent altimetry era, have a much lower magnitude, and in some regions even have
opposite trends. This suggests that regional trends estimated from altimetry do not represent long-term
trends due to anthropogenic forcing of the ocean, but instead very likely represent primarily low-frequency
internal dynamical modes (Meyssignac et al., 2012b; White et al., 2005; Zhang & Church, 2012). The large
amplitude of low-frequency, multidecadal dynamical ocean variability can make the process of estimating
expected anthropogenic regional sea level changes from sparse observations complicated (e.g., Carson
et al., 2015; Palanisamy et al., 2015).
The purpose of this paper is to revisit the question of how conﬁdent we are in existing reconstructions of
regional sea level changes relative to the global mean. The comparison is performed among reconstructions
available over their common period of 1960–2007, which explores the existence of consistent explanations
of open ocean natural and anthropogenic variability and trend patterns over the recent past. Additionally,
our goal is to compare available ocean reanalyses—built from models using data as constraints through
data assimilation—with reconstructions generated through statistical assumptions. In this context, comparing only regional sea level information avoids a major difﬁculty arising from a principle difference between
tide-gauge-based reconstructions and ocean data assimilations, namely the contribution from mass additions to the ocean through land ice melt, because at present this term is largely a global value with only
small regional differences over most of the ocean, though there are places where effects on trends may be
more noticeable (Slangen et al., 2014). The study period is split into two parts: the prealtimetry period of
1960–1992 and the altimetry period of 1993–2007. However, we also explore to what extent an ensemble
mean time series or multimethod approach can lead to more accurate estimates over the entire period
than individual estimates. Understanding the differences and intrinsic uncertainties in existing estimates of
interdecadal regional sea level change, many of which are only model based, is an important step toward
improving estimates of natural variability, which can help separating them from anthropogenic signals.
The structure of the paper is as follows: in the following section, the data products under investigation are
brieﬂy described with important differences highlighted, along with the comparison statistics used. Section
3 is broken into subsections which contain the robust features and differences grouped by characteristics,
such as long-term trends, variability, and common spatial patterns. Section 4 contains concluding comments and recommendations.

2. Data and Methods
In our analysis, we use several statistical tide-gauge-based reconstructions (TGR) along with dynamical
ocean reanalysis (also called ocean data assimilation, ODA) products. We selected products which had long
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Table 1
Tide Gauge Reconstruction and Ocean Assimilation Products
Product

Method

Tide gauge reconstructions
AWIa
ANW 1 EOF
EOF
LEGOSb
EOF
CSIROc
CCARd
Cyclostationary EOF
Ocean data assimilations
GECCO2e
4DVar: SLA,T,S,MDT,SST
ORA-S4f
3DVar: SLA,T,S,SST
OI: T,S,SST
SODA 2.1.6g

Domain (lat. and time)

Original resolution

290:90, 1901–2007
250:70, 1960–2012
265:65, 1950–2012
275:89, 1950–2008

1 3 1, mth
1 3 1, mth
1 3 1, mth
0.5 3 0.5, week

290:90, 1960–2013
290:90, 1958–2014
290:90, 1958–2008

1 3 1, mth
1 3 1, mth
0.5 3 0.5, mth

a

Wenzel and Schr€
oter (2010, 2014); ANW is Artiﬁcial Neural Network, which was used in gap-ﬁlling.
Meyssignac et al. (2012a).
c
Church et al. (2004).
d
Hamlington et al. (2011).
e
K€
ohl (2015).
f
Balmaseda et al. (2013).
g
Carton and Giese (2008).
b

enough coverage in time and also contained a good mixture of varying techniques. For a summary of all
reconstructions, see Table 1.
2.1. Tide-Gauge-Based Reconstructions
Four TGRs are compared to tide gauges, satellite altimetry, and each other to explore similarities, strengths,
and weaknesses. These reconstructions attempt to ﬁll in the missing regional SSH data in the open ocean
by various means which include ﬁtting tide gauges to a series of empirical orthogonal functions (EOFs)
which represent the patterns of open ocean variability (RSOI; Kaplan et al., 1997). These spatiotemporal patterns of SSH variability are mostly derived from satellite altimetry, which gives us the only historical observations of nearly synoptic regional SSH over most of the ocean.
The LEGOS products (an update of the product in Meyssignac et al., 2012a) use various input ﬁelds to estimate regional SSH variability patterns, including altimetry and ocean data assimilation products. These
products are the only reconstruction in this study to use input ﬁelds not derived solely from altimetry, and
also from a ﬁxed number of tide gauges over the entire 1960–2009 period (updated to 2012; i.e., no additional tide gauges providing data only for some period, e.g., the 1990s, were used; only gauges with data
spanning the whole period). For the LEGOS reconstructions based on patterns from data assimilation products, the loading patterns were calculated from the entire period covered by the product (at least as far
back as 1960), in contrast to the reconstruction based on altimetry data. In total, there are ﬁve LEGOSproduced data sets, which all performed similarly in statistical tests. Therefore, we averaged them into one
data product to compare to the other reconstructions, which reduces the number of comparisons and
allows the study of one ‘‘ensemble mean.’’ Some concluding remarks regarding the performance of the
averaged LEGOS reconstruction are provided in section 4. One preliminary comment which will be shown
relevant to the comparisons below: the LEGOS reconstructions are based on EOF loading patterns taken on
basin-wide data separately; namely, the Atlantic basin is resolved separately from a single Indo-Paciﬁc
basin.
The CSIRO product is an update of the original product described in Church et al. (2004), with the new version extended to 2012. The base loading patterns are a subset of global EOFs from altimetry needed to
explain the majority of SSH variability, and then are ﬁt to a selected set of tide gauges in a least squares
sense to provide the reconstructed SSH ﬁelds. This is almost the same method as used for LEGOS, but with
global EOFs. The reconstruction from CCAR uses a similar approach, but instead of using regular EOFs
derived from altimetry, cyclostationary EOFs are employed (Hamlington et al., 2011, 2012). These are EOFs
which can vary with a set periodicity, and can therefore represent, e.g., the annual cycle in a single mode. A
somewhat reversed approach is used in the AWI reconstruction where, instead of ﬁtting the altimetryderived EOFs to the tide gauges to obtain EOF weightings for reconstructing historical SSH, the tide gauges
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€ter,
were ﬁt to the EOFs in order to obtain weights for reconstructing the altimetry data (Wenzel & Schro
2010, 2014) over the altimetric era. The resulting weights are then assumed to apply to the entire period of
the historical SSH reconstruction.
The different groups constructing TGRs included differing sets of tide gauges data in their reconstructions. These data sets were based on the planned temporal coverage (AWI and CSIRO reconstruct further
back in time than LEGOS and CCAR) as well as for the selection and rejection criteria. The LEGOS reconstructions used 91 tide gauges which covered the majority of the reconstructed period (1960–2012),
AWI used 178, CSIRO used over 200 for nearly all of the common period in this paper, and CCAR used
409 which, for these latter three reconstructions, the number of available tide gauges differ as a function
of time. All reconstruction analysis methods employed gap-ﬁlling for the tide-gauge data to some
degree. All but CCAR used monthly tide-gauge data and produced monthly reconstructions, whereas
CCAR used weekly data frequency for both the input data and the reconstruction. We averaged the data
into annual means for our intercomparison. All TGR products were already gridded to a common 18 3 18
grid by their respective groups. The common spatial domain between all products runs from 508S to
658N; this is the region over which all analyses here are carried out. For the time domain, the AWI reconstruction is the shortest by ending in 2007; CCAR ends in 2009. Therefore, all comparisons are evaluated
over their common time frame 1960–2007. Data processing steps included correcting tide gauges for
the inverse barometer effect (Wunsch & Stammer,1997) and for glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA; Church
et al., 2004; Peltier, 2004) for all reconstructions. CSIRO used a slightly different ice history than the other
reconstructions and the Mitrovica viscosity model, but for the purposes of this intercomparison, no
noticeable differences could be detected from simply using the Peltier (2004) GIA data. For further information on all of these data processing choices, please consult the relevant paper for the reconstruction,
listed in Table 1.
The GMSL time series for the TGRs, and their global-mean trends, are shown in Figure 1. For three of
the four products, the estimated 1960–2007 trends are almost identical and are within 0.1 mm yr21 of
each other. This could be interpreted as evidence that a reasonably robust global estimate of historical
sea level change is provided by these various analyses. However, these three TGRs use a similar
method of capturing the global-mean signal, which is the additional of an ‘‘EOF0’’ that is ‘‘ﬂat,’’ i.e., normalized the same value over the whole ocean. This method that was used early on by Church et al.

Figure 1. Global-mean sea level. Global-mean sea surface height time series from the four tide gauge reconstructions.
The three other than CCAR correspond very well in overall trend, though some details in variability differ. CCAR has a
markedly weaker trend. Satellite altimetry data are from the AVISO Ssalto/Duacs multimission gridded data set of sea level
anomalies.
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(2004) and was discussed by Calafat et al. (2014), happens to yield values close to the simple, areaweighted (on a 1 3 1 grid) tide gauge mean (not shown, but cf., Church & White, 2011, Figure 6). Tests
on a reconstructed data set in Hay et al. (2015) found that the methods of Church et al. (2004) might
lead to biased results, and the GMSL in the Hay et al. (2015) study is similar in trend value to Dangendorf et al. (2017). The CCAR product estimates the GMSL using a more complicated analysis (Hamlington et al., 2012). We also note that the amount of global decadal variability in the various products is
not the same, though it is generally small compared to the trend. Generally, reconstructions have difﬁculty reproducing interannual variability which leads to differences in the GMSL time series (Calafat
et al., 2014). Although the trends compare well to altimetry, and each other throughout the altimetry
period, there are still biases in satellite altimetry data which are being evaluated that can affect the
global-mean trend (e.g., Ablain et al., 2014; Watson et al., 2015), and this may also have some impact
on TGR global or regional trends.
For sections 3.2 and later, these GMSL series were removed from the TGRs in each grid box, so that the
remainder is the regional SSH anomaly relative to the global mean.
2.2. Ocean Data Assimilations
As a point of comparison for the TGRs, regional SSH anomalies from a set of three ODAs are also analyzed.
€hl, 2015) and ORA-S4 (Balmaseda et al., 2013) both assimilate altimetry data (sea level anomaGECCO2 (Ko
lies, SLA; Table 1), whereas SODA v2.1.6 does not (Carton & Giese, 2008).
Because of inherent model approximations, global-mean sea level changes cannot be studied from these
results (Greatbatch, 1994; Grifﬁes & Greatbatch, 2012), and assimilation products only diagnose SSH anomalies, except for ORA-S4, which includes the altimeter GMSL. Because the other two ODAs still contain some
nonzero global residual, the global mean of all three assimilation products was removed from each data set
at each time step, just as for the TGRs, with the exception of section 3.1.
All data were then averaged into annual means and on the same 18 3 18 grid as the other products. The
common spatial domain for all products is 508S–658N. Although the ODAs have more coverage than this,
their domains were restricted to where the TGRs also have data.
2.3. Data Concerns
It is important to note that sea level reconstructions and models do not necessarily represent the same sea
level. In particular, sea level reconstructions include land ice melt and additional ocean mass variations such
as land water storage in their sea level estimates, while most process-oriented models do not, although
models with data assimilation are constrained by observations. Ocean models essentially reﬂect the
regional variability of steric effects plus mass redistribution, although internal variability not adequately captured by lower resolution models is likely missing (e.g., Serazin et al., 2016), while tide gauge reconstructions
also include any processes which affect the tide gauge measurements, including local vertical land motion
which may not be accounted for in their applied GIA corrections (from ICE-5G/VM2, except for CSIRO;
Church et al., 2004; Peltier, 2004), tectonic shifts (Ballu et al., 2011), plus mass redistribution and changes
due to ongoing land ice mass loss. The removal of the global mean from all products, and from the tide
gauges used for comparison (see below), resolves a large part of ice mass loss and land water storage
problems.
In order to compare the quality of the tide gauge reconstructions to real ocean SSH data, the only data set
which can be used in the prealtimetry era is from the tide gauges themselves. In many locations, tidegauge data also do not reﬂect the same SSH as in the open ocean measured by satellite altimetry due to
meteorological forcing (e.g., Sturges & Douglas, 2011; Wunsch & Stammer, 1997), and various sources of vertical land motion (Ballu et al., 2011; Cahoon, 2015; Kolker et al., 2011; Peltier, 2004) at the gauge’s location. It
was clear in the reconstruction process that vertical land motion needed to be corrected. Commonly used
GIA data sets were applied to the tide-gauge data before the reconstructions were computed. However,
recent studies have pointed to the lack of sufﬁciently accurate estimates of vertical land motion at tide
gauge locations for the purposes of computing GMSL (Dangendorf et al., 2017; Hay et al., 2015; King et al.,
2012). While we focus on regional trends and variability in this paper, residual vertical land motion may also
be the cause of problems in the TGRs estimating regional trends (see section 3.2). Some further comments
on this concern are included in section 4.
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2.4. Comparison Methods
During this study, we used tide-gauge data to analyze the quality of existing TGRs and ODAs reconstructions—
together referred to as the ‘‘products’’—by doing two sets of comparisons: (1) regional trends (with the global
mean removed) and (2) calculating correlations and root-mean-square deviations of colocated data with
respect to tide gauges and satellite altimetry. Trend comparisons to tide-gauge data are done only for regional
sea level, thus some estimate of GMSL has to be removed from them. Since there are four different estimates
of GMSL from the four TGRs, and only one ODA has a GMSL estimate (ORA-S4), the GMSL removed from the
tide gauges is the mean of the three TGR estimates that lie closest together (AWI, CSIRO, and the LEGOS
mean). These were chosen since this choice is close to the raw time mean of the tide gauges—that is, averaging all the tide gauge time series together with no accounting for spatial weighting (cf., Church & White, 2011),
but more importantly because it minimizes the differences in the regional trend analysis—even compared to
CCAR—in section 3.2. There are some differences in the statistics presented if differing GMSL estimates are
removed, but these are small and do not invalidate the results and conclusions presented. For the second comparison, in section 3.3, which calculates correlations and RMSD with the tide gauge and altimetry data, all data
are locally detrended (by removing a linear least squares ﬁtted trend line) and smoothed with a 5 year running
mean so as to determine how well the data synthesis products match the low-frequency variability of the tide
gauges’ 5 year running means. This focuses on decadal climate variability by averaging out interannual variability. The analyses beneﬁt from this averaging for the most part in the form of slightly improved correlations
between products, gauges and altimetry, but the effect is small. Spatial smoothing was also applied (not
shown), but had no substantial effect after the temporal smoothing, and is not included in the results.
Tide-gauge (TG) data were retrieved from the Permanent Service for Mean Sea Level (2015) that were
marked as having no quality issues. Only those tide gauge time series were chosen that have sufﬁciently
long records in the interval 1960–2007. Retrieved data were initially monthly mean data; existing data gaps
of up to 24 months were ﬁlled in time by ﬁtting climatological monthly averages into the gap, tilted by the
‘‘instantaneous’’ trend between the beginning and end points bordering the gap. Most gaps ﬁlled in this
way are shorter than a year, with only a few gauges having gaps of up to 2 years. Gaps longer than 2 years
were not ﬁlled. Monthly values were then averaged into annual means and shifted onto a 18 3 18 grid (see
below for the method); annual values on a 18 3 18 grid are used in all analyses. Any gauge missing more
than a total of 24 points, not necessarily consecutively, of annual data between 1960 and 2007 are dropped
from further analysis. The three shortest remaining TG records have 31, 32, and 39 annual data points.
Gauges are corrected for the glacial isostatic adjustment effect using the same data set as used in the
reconstructions (GIA; see Peltier, 2004), with the exception of CSIRO (Church et al., 2004), but no further local
vertical uplift/subsidence estimates are corrected for. In addition, we applied an inverse barometer correction (Wunsch & Stammer,1997). However, noting that since we are only examining low-frequency variability
and trends, we found this correction to have little effect on the results. Gauge locations are shifted up to
one grid box during the comparison with reconstruction products to match a grid box where data is available for all (seven) analysis products being compared. Only in a few cases was this lateral displacement up
to two grid boxes. After screening tide-gauge data and shifting their location to the nearest boxes with
data from the seven products, there are 101 gauges available for the analyses presented here (see supporting information for further details).
Mean correlations between colocated tide-gauge data and reconstructions are calculated by ﬁrst performing a Fisher transform on the individual correlations at each TG station (rendering them into normally distributed values), taking the mean, and then performing the reverse Fisher transform on the mean. Taking
the median instead does not yield substantially different results. The ratio of RMS means of the products’
and tide gauges’ standard deviations are computed also on detrended values so that this is an estimate of
the magnitude of the products variability compared to the tide gauges.
Satellite altimetry data—monthly means of delayed time, multimission sea surface height anomalies—were
retrieved from AVISO (http://www.aviso.altimetry.fr/duacs/), at higher than 18 3 18 resolution, and then
were averaged into a 18 3 18 grid of annual means.
Self-consistency comparisons were also conducted to explore how similar or dissimilar the products are
between themselves without involving tide gauges or altimetry in the comparisons. These include maps of
regional trends, low-frequency variability and basin-scale correlations of detrended data. Some extra
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analyses involving EOFs are included in the supporting information, which highlight some of the shared variability in the Paciﬁc and demonstrate that certain known features, such as the response to NAO variability,
remain roughly robust even though, due to the details, quantitative metrics suggest strong disagreement in
the Atlantic.

3. Results
3.1. Time Series at Tide Gauge Positions
For a ﬁrst visual intercomparison, time series of all reconstructions are provided at the location of several
tide gauges in Figures 2 and 3 and are displayed together with tide gauge time series. In these graphs, the

Figure 2. Time series of sea level relative to the 1960–1975 mean in mm. (left) Tide gauges (black) compared to the four tide gauge reconstructions. (right) Tide
gauges compared to the three ocean data assimilation products at the same locations as those in the left ﬁgures. These data are unsmoothed and contain the
global mean in order to directly compare the products visually.
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Figure 3. Time series of sea level relative to the 1960–1975 mean in mm. (left) Tide gauges (black) compared to the four tide gauge reconstructions. (right) Tide
gauges compared to the three ocean data assimilation products at the same locations as those in the left ﬁgures. These data are unsmoothed and contain the
global mean in order to directly compare the products visually.

global means are still present in order to directly compare the products visually in their rawest form. For the
two ODAs which contain no estimated global-mean sea level which includes global thermosteric sea level,
GECCO2 and SODA 2.1.6, the same mean removed from the tide gauges for trend comparisons in section
3.2 was added (see also section 2.4). For the most part, TGRs contain less variability than the tide-gauge
data (left-side ﬁgures) or the ODA products, although in some cases they all together match the tide gauge
variability very well (e.g., Figures 3c–3f). These particular locations were chosen because they include places
where there is good agreement with the tide gauge and locations where there are substantial differences.
The TGRs often correlate fairly well with large signals in local SSH but do not reproduce the magnitude of
the peaks, as in Figures 2e and 3c and 3e, but can completely miss the presence of smaller and shorter time
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scale signals, as in Figures 2a and 2c. In contrast, the ODAs (right-hand ﬁgures) exhibit variability that is
both smaller and larger than that of individual tide gauges, with the best matches to the tide gauges also
occurring in the tropical Paciﬁc (Figures 3d and 3f). The better results in the tropical Paciﬁc, for all products,
are probably due to the fact that the dynamics are well understood and captured for the most part in the
data assimilation products and also are reasonably well sampled on interannual time scales by altimetry,
and thus show up in the loading patterns for the TGRs. For the other gauges shown, the ODAs are not as
consistent as the TGRs, and in some locations having considerably different variability and trends.
3.2. Regional Trends
Regional trends, minus any global-mean sea level (see section 2), are compared in maps of the 1960–1992
prealtimetry long-term trends (Figure 4), which reveal that the various products do not agree in magnitude
or even sign of the estimated long-term trend over large areas of the ocean. In particular, two of the TGRs
and two of the ODAs exhibit negative trends in the northern Indian Ocean, but the other products show
either positive trends or mixed signals. Most products agree on a long-term midlatitude increase in SSH in
the North Paciﬁc Ocean, an increase that is the most robust signal between the products. Details differ in
the exact spatial extent of this increase. There is some agreement of an SSH increase in the western midlatitude North Atlantic, as well as in the subtropical South Paciﬁc.
Most other regions show a complete lack of consensus between all data sets, though some subsets of products show agreement between them. For instance, SODA 2.1.6 and ORA-S4 agree more in the Paciﬁc and
Indian Ocean. The PDO-like North Paciﬁc pattern of AWI is supported by the strongly negative SSH trends
off the western coast of Canada, although these TG trends may be too strong due to unresolved vertical
€ppelmann & Marcos,
land motion or a needed improvement in GIA estimates there (Slangen et al., 2014; Wo
2016). The pattern in the Indian Ocean matches the sparse tide gauges somewhat, but their coverage is
insufﬁcient to verify the reconstructions there. One curious feature is that AWI and CSIRO trends seem to
have opposite patterns in the Paciﬁc, and that these patterns are similar in structure to regional trend patterns in the altimetry data set. Having a similar pattern as the altimetry data could mean that they just
imposed the pattern in the reconstructions or it could mean that this is real mode of oscillation. Since the
two trend patterns have opposite sign, the former seems to be more likely, and it is also noteworthy that
this pattern does not show up in the other ﬁve products.
Turning to the shorter-term trends over the satellite altimeter era (Figure 5), a different picture emerges
with strong regional trend patterns from all products over most of the Paciﬁc Ocean. This is a robust,
large-scale feature which mostly agrees with the altimetric trends over the same time frame. The strong
agreement in the Paciﬁc is a theme which is seen in further ﬁgures and analyses and is likely due to the
clear, large-scale patterns of SSH variability in the altimetry data there. Other coherent large-scale patterns in this trend analysis for the altimetric data (Figure 5h) appear in the low-latitude basins of the
Atlantic and Indian Oceans, but it is also clear that the altimetric trends are more spatially noisy, i.e., with
smaller scale features, in higher latitudes in all basins. There still remain differences in details, such as the
extent of the negative trends in the extratropical Paciﬁc. Other regions of disagreement include the
Indian Ocean, and much of the Atlantic. Possible reasons for the disagreement between products in these
regions include altimetry bias and the need for better vertical land motion estimates and are included in
section 4.
The same regional product trends, plotted versus the colocated regional tide gauge trends, can be seen to
lie close to zero for most products (Figures 6a and 6b). Because the global-mean time series has been
removed from all products, this demonstrates that, over this longer-term period, the products’ regional
trends are mostly closer to their global trend than to the tide gauge trends. A cluster of AWI trends below
the zero-line (x axis, Figure 6a) have lower trends than the tide gauges, but a few other locations also have
stronger relative increases, which is a consequence of the strong spatial pattern of these 33 year trends
seen in Figure 4a. ORA-S4 is another product that exhibits differences to the other products for this metric,
as it has somewhat more positive trends than do the tide gauges for locations with weaker regional signals
(Figure 6b). In general, TGRs have smaller median absolute differences to the tide gauge trends than do the
ODAs (Table 2, column 1). Even so, over half of the TGR trends for each product differ from colocated tide
gauge trends by more than 1 mm yr21, which is a substantial difference even for a regional trend of 5
mm yr21 (Table 2, column 1).
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Figure 4. Trends calculated in each grid box between 1960 and 1992, in mm yr21. There is substantial disagreement between the products over much of the
ocean, but a majority of products (in some cases, that is at most four of the seven) agree with the tide gauges off the coast of southern Japan, the Philippines, the
Gulf of Mexico, and the northeastern coast of North America.

The altimetry-era trends present a more complicated picture, with many locations’ regional trends differing
signiﬁcantly from the tide gauge trends (Figures 6c and 6d). For the TGRs (Figure 6c), there are certainly
more locations with product trends within 61 mm yr21 (within the grey band) of the tide gauge trend,
even when the tide gauge trend is larger in magnitude, compared to the longer trends. There is still not
much clustering around the grey line, while there is still some clustering around zero, indicating missing signals. But the differences are often greater in other locations, showing that the product trends in some
regions are far off from the TG regional trend there. The TGR regional trends still do not deviate very far
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Figure 5. Trends calculated in each grid box between 1993 and 2007, in mm yr21. The agreement here is much better than in the previous ﬁgure for the longer
time scale. For the most part, the TGRs agree well with the altimetry pattern in Figure 5h, although there are disagreements in the northern Indian Ocean, and the
subpolar North Atlantic in the CCAR and CSIRO products.

from the global mean compared to the ODAs (Figure 6d). This is another expression of the weaker decadal
variability in the TGRs relative to the ODAs, although this has the apparent beneﬁt of the TGR trends being
closer to tide gauge trends than those of the ODAs (Table 2, column 3). As for the 1960–1992 trends, some
of the AWI regional trends are strongly negative compared with respect to tide gauges, though a few more
also indicate stronger positive trends over this interval. For the ODAs (Figure 6d and Table 2, column 3), the
situation for the altimetry-era trends is worse, as the spread is much larger than before, and there does not
appear to be a tendency to only reproduce the short-term global-mean trend in the ODA products, i.e.,
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Figure 6. Regional trends, minus global-mean sea level Regional product trends (y axis) are plotted versus regional tide
gauges trends (x axis) at the same location in a–d, and versus altimetry at the same (tide gauge) locations in e–f. Any
regional product trend lying directly on the diagonal line y 5 x represents perfect agreement with the tide gauge (or
altimetry) regional trend. The 61 greyed out region around y 5 x is a visual aid to show where product trends are within
61 mm yr21 of the tide gauge (or altimetry) regional trend.
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Table 2
Trend Difference Statistics (mm yr21)
Versus TG, 1960–1992
Product
TGRs
AWI
CSIRO
CCAR
LEGOS
TGR mean
ODAs
GECCO2
ORA-S4
SODA 2.1.6
ODA mean
Ens mean
Tide gauges

Versus TG, 1993–2007

Versus Sat, 1993–2007

MAVa

SDAVb

MAV

SDAV

MAV

SDAV

1.41
1.09
1.29
1.10
1.06

1.80
2.18
2.05
1.85
1.94

1.94
1.85
1.75
1.44
1.40

2.53
2.53
2.59
2.35
2.47

1.19
1.20
1.31
0.81
0.53

1.22
1.34
1.53
1.03
1.18

1.73
1.83
1.42
1.35

2.13
1.76
2.40
2.09

2.60
2.07
2.26
1.95

2.64
2.77
2.93
2.22

2.42
1.53
1.60
1.63
1.05
1.43

2.27
2.54
2.65
1.59
1.10
2.66

Note. Trend differences are the product trend minus the tide gauge trend over the listed period, at each tide gauge
location. Statistics are of absolute values to explore the magnitude of the disagreement regardless of direction of
change (i.e., lower or higher sea level tendency).
a
Median of absolute values of trend differences.
b
Standard deviation of absolute values of trend differences.

tend toward zero regional trend, unlike for the TGRs. This is likely a consequence of greater decadal variability in the ODA products (see below).
From a comparison of all product regional trends directly with the satellite altimetry trends in the same
locations as the tide gauges (Figures 6e and 6f), it is clear that products match the altimetric regional trends
better than they do the tide gauge trends. In several locations, product trends differ from the altimetric
regional trends by more than 61 mm yr21; nevertheless, all products match altimetric trends better than
tide gauge trends (Table 2, cf., columns 3 and 5). We also note that for the TGRs, it is not surprising that
regional trend anomalies, relative to the global-mean trend, would at least sometimes fall between the tide
gauge trends and altimetric trends, since patterns of altimetric SSH variability are ﬁtted to the tide-gauge
data in some way. Therefore, some improvement might be expected. It is also likely that, for some stations,
tide gauge SSH might simply be doing something different than the open ocean, due to local climate forcing or vertical land motion unaccounted for by the GIA correction.
For the ODAs, the improvement in matching altimetry instead of tide gauges could be an indication that
these estimates represent ocean dynamics over this period, which is well captured by altimeter observations. In spite of this, the ODA results do not match the altimetric regional trends as well as the TGRs do. We
also note that the tide gauge trends themselves (also displayed as black dots in Figure 6f) are not substantially better than the two best TGRs (LEGOS and CSIRO) and exhibit the lack of tendency toward the GMSL
trend (i.e., zero regional trend), similar to the ODAs. It remains surprising to see the lack of agreement
between GECCO2 and ORA-S4 with the altimetry better than this, given that they both assimilate altimetric
sea level anomalies. However, GECCO2 does not assimilate satellite data close to the coast—within 200 km,
and ORA-S4 assimilates with a larger uncertainty near the coast (Balmaseda et al., 2013). Also, sea level at
coasts is not always the same as in the open ocean, even at low frequencies (e.g., Hong et al., 2000, also,
see the following section). Finally, both products assimilate many additional data, and the assimilation procedure needs to satisfy all, and sometimes conﬂicting, constraints at once.
3.3. Low-Frequency Variability
The ability of the various products to reproduce the low-frequency variability found in tide gauge records
and altimetric SSH is explored by applying a running mean with a sliding 5 year Hanning ﬁlter to the locally
detrended data over the entire common period for the products, 1960–2007, and over the period from
1993 to 2014 for AVISO. All data in this section and the next were locally detrended in each grid box. The
patterns of variability amongst the TGRs (Figures 7a–7d) are similar although with some clear differences,
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Figure 7. Interdecadal variability calculated from applying a 5 year running mean with a Hanning window to the annual data, and plotting the standard deviation
in mm. The data coverage is over the entire common period for the products, 1960–2007, and over the period from 1993 to 2014 for AVISO. The tide gauge reconstructions all contain less variability at these frequencies than the AVISO observations or the data assimilation products, especially in the Atlantic oceans and the
extratropics in general.

mostly agreeing to substantial decadal variability in the low-latitude Paciﬁc and some minor variability in
the North Paciﬁc. Conversely, the variability in the North Atlantic varies between nearly 0 (CSIRO, Figure 7d)
to over 30 mm (LEGOS, Figure 7b). The variability of the ODAs (Figures 7e–7g) is a little more similar to each
other with stronger low-frequency variability than the TGRs, especially in the extratropics and the Indian
and Atlantic Oceans, though with disagreement between them on the structure of the variability in these
same regions. The ODAs also do not have the same consistency along the equatorial Paciﬁc to the degree
that the TGRs do. This tropical Paciﬁc similarity among TGRs is certainly linked to the presence of substantial
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decadal variability in the equatorial Paciﬁc in altimetry data (Figure 7h), and the strong EOF modes which
are generated from this data set (supporting information). The LEGOS data set shown here is an exception
among the TGRs in that it is the mean of four different analyses, only one of which is directly based on altimetric patterns of variability. The presence of the reconstructions with input ﬁelds from ocean reanalyses in
the LEGOS mean product is part of the reason for the higher variability in the Atlantic basins, another part
being that the LEGOS reconstructions use EOF patterns of the input ﬁelds which were calculated, and subsequently ﬁtted to tide gauges, per basin.
The comparison of low-frequency variability at the tide gauge locations is further explored by calculating
the correlations of colocated time series which have been detrended and 5 year smoothed in all products,
tide gauges, and altimetry. The results are then combined with the ratio of the standard deviations of these
same time series and displayed as Taylor diagrams (Figure 8). Mean correlations in the North Paciﬁc (triangles) are generally much higher than in the North Atlantic (plus signs), including with respect to AVISO
(altimetry, black symbols in Figure 8c). This can also be seen spatially in Figure 9. For example, the tide
gauge variability off the western coast of Europe is not represented very well by any of the products. The
LEGOS reconstructions, however, reproduce the variability in both northern ocean basins much better than
the other TGRs, particularly in the North Atlantic. The TGRs except for LEGOS, all of which are based on
altimetry patterns, are not able to match the variability in the North Atlantic tide gauges as well as in the
North Paciﬁc. Two likely reasons for this seems to be that (1) North Atlantic patterns of variability during the
altimetry period are not the same as in the prealtimetry period and (2) the global EOF patterns tend to ﬁt
the tide gauges in the North Paciﬁc better than, or at the expense of, the North Atlantic since the variability
in the North Paciﬁc is more coherent over large scales and stronger (for further details, see the EOF analysis
in the supporting information). The LEGOS reconstructions appear to beneﬁt from the two main differences
with respect to the other reconstructions: that three of the LEGOS reconstructions use EOF patterns based
on the longer time scale data from data assimilation products and that LEGOS ﬁts the Atlantic Ocean separately from the Indo-Paciﬁc ocean. This latter difference leads to a larger number of degrees of freedom for
the ﬁt, and may lead to overﬁtting (see below). The better correlation in the North Paciﬁc is also noteworthy
since there is no analogous improvement of regional trend differences in the North Paciﬁc versus the North
Atlantic for any of the products (not shown). In addition to these central tendency results, some speciﬁc
tide gauges do not match altimetry due to the short spatial structure of some coastal dynamics (Vinogradov
& Ponte, 2011).
Total mean correlations (squares) are generally higher over the satellite altimetry era (Figures 8c and 8d)
than over the 33 year prealtimetry period (Figures 8a and 8b), though the increase is larger for the TGRs
than for the ODAs. As with the trends above, this is not entirely surprising, given that the open ocean patterns of SSH variability during the satellite era is well measured, but only the tide gauges themselves are
available for describing SSH variability before this period. The ODA correlations are not much improved
over the more recent altimetry period. The lack of improvement in ODA correlations are likely partially
linked to coastal processes that affect gauges, but which are poorly captured in some reanalyses (e.g., Chepurin et al., 2014; Piecuch et al., 2016; Sturges & Douglas, 2011), and partially to locations which are not simply driven by the large-scale climate signals that reanalyses do capture well, e.g., in the Paciﬁc where the
ENSO signal is not as strong (Chepurin et al., 2014). The TGRs have less variability than the TGs over both
periods, though they match the TG data slightly better over the altimetry period (Figures 8c and 8d). Two of
the three ODAs, GECCO2 and SODA 2.1.6, have nearly the same amount of variability as the tide gauges in
both periods. This is another example which shows that the TGRs underestimate variability, as was seen in
Figure 7. The comparison of altimetry time series with colocated tide gauges are shown as the black squares
in Figures 8c and 8d (same values in both ﬁgures). It is unclear exactly why the AWI and CSIRO TGRs fail to
capture North Atlantic tide gauges as well as altimetry does (Figure 8c).
When comparing the products directly to the altimetry data, all resulting correlations are better than those
obtained from the comparisons to tide-gauge data (Figure 8e and 8f). Still, in all products, some locations
continue to be very poorly correlated with both the local tide gauges and altimetry. The squares are the
mean correlation and RMS variability ratio only for where the tide gauges are located, as before for comparison. The mean correlations and RMS mean variability ratios for the North Paciﬁc and Atlantic (triangles and
plusses) are still the values computed only at the tide gauge locations in those basins. Like the trend differences described above, the TGRs match the altimetry better presumably because the simultaneous ﬁt to
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Figure 8. Taylor diagrams of correlations (the angle) versus the ratio of standard deviations (the radius) between the various products and the tide gauges and
altimetry, all from detrended, 5 year-smoothed data. A radius greater than 1 means that the product’s standard deviation is larger than that of the tide gauge or
altimetry at that location. Squares represent mean correlation and RMS mean variability ratio for the products over all TG locations, even for the comparison to
altimetry in e and f. Triangles and plus signs are the means over only the North Paciﬁc and North Atlantic, respectively. The diamonds in Figures 8e and 8f are the
means over all locations for a global comparison of the products to altimetry (i.e., not just at TG locations).
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Figure 9. Correlation with tide gauges, prealtimetry. Tide gauge locations showing the correlation with the listed product over the period 1960–1992. The correlation is calculated after a 5 year running mean has been applied to each time series, and all have been detrended.

multiple tide gauges will not reproduce the full variability at any of the tide gauges, whereas the ﬁtted variability patterns stem in some manner from altimetry or (in the case of some of the LEGOS reconstructions)
large-scale patterns from ocean reanalyses. The LEGOS mean reconstruction, which performs better than
the other TGRs in nearly all the previous metrics, does not compare so well to altimetric low-frequency variability at the tide gauge locations and compares even less well in global-mean correlation (blue diamond
versus blue square). This is possibly due to the use, in LEGOS reconstructions, of a ﬁxed number of tide
gauges through the entire period, which means that additional tide gauges that are available during the
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altimetry era, and are used by the other reconstructions, are not used to improve the LEGOS products’ performance over this later period. Conversely, the AWI product, which did not perform as well as most of the
other TGRs in previous metrics, performs very well in reproducing the low-frequency variability of the altimetric data over the whole ocean (red diamond).
The reanalyses themselves (ODAs) also match altimetric variability better than tide gauge variability at these
same locations (Figure 8f versus Figure 8d). And, when taken over all ocean grid boxes where the products
can be compared to altimetry (i.e., not just at the tide gauge locations), the ‘‘total’’ mean correlation (the diamonds in Figures 8e and 8f) can differ substantially from the mean correlation estimated only from tide
gauge locations (which can also be seen spatially in Figure 10). GECCO2 and ORA-S4, which do assimilate
the altimeter data, also compare much better to the altimetric data than they did to TG data, even more
when considered globally (diamonds in Figure 8f). The considerable improvement in the two ODAs which
assimilate altimetric sea level anomalies, GECCO2 and ORA-S4, over the whole ocean (diamonds) versus
only at tide gauge locations (squares) highlight how much better these products match altimetry in the
open ocean versus at the coastlines, as also suggested earlier in section 3.2. Looking at the LEGOS correlation with altimetry (Figure 10b), the fact that these correlations are generally weaker than those with
respect to the tide gauges (Figure 9b) suggests that the LEGOS method of ﬁtting the tide gauges to EOFs
estimated per basin may lead to overﬁtting at tide gauge locations at the expense of capturing altimetry
variability.
Correlation with the PDO climate index, with all data and the index detrended, shows high correlation over
most of the Paciﬁc Ocean, with some good agreement in the Indian, and mild agreement in the Atlantic
(Figure 11). This is another view into the decadal variability that exists in the products, with this being the
only real coherent pattern of low-frequency variability between the products. This level of correlation is not
seen for the NAO (not shown, cf., North Atlantic EOFs in the supporting information).
3.4. Spatial Robustness of Results
One further way to quantify the robustness of these results is to compare the extent to which these products reproduce the same results between themselves, and not just how they compare to tide gauges. This
test is performed on the detrended time correlation, per grid cell, over all ocean regions in the two basins
best constrained by existing tide gauges, i.e., the North Paciﬁc and the North Atlantic. These are the two
basins which have the best likelihood of having reproducible results between products, as they are the best
sampled regions in the prealtimetry era. The results of these tests can show where results are more sensitive
to the methods used, and where they are less so. This decouples the discussion from comparisons to tide
gauges and altimetry and examines the products’ quality independently from instrumentation.
Mean correlations between products in the North Paciﬁc are much higher than in the North Atlantic (Table
3), which is somewhat to be expected given the results previously stated and as shown in Figures 8, 9, and
11. Most of the correlations listed in Table 3 for the North Paciﬁc are fairly close together, with only marginally better correlations between LEGOS and the ODAs compared to the other products versus ODAs. Also
interesting to note, are the mostly higher correlations among the ODAs (Table 3, boldfaced values) compared to the correlations among the TGRs (Table 3, italicized values).
This difference becomes stark when looking at the results for the North Atlantic. Most mean correlations
among TGRs are below 0.20, which is another indication of how poorly similar methods can reproduce similar patterns. The reason for this is not so clear, but is probably due to one or both of the following factors:
tide gauge variability does not represent open ocean variability in the North Atlantic and thus cannot be ﬁt
to altimetry-based open ocean SSH patterns; or, altimetry has not been running long enough to capture
lower frequency modes of variability in this region, which is needed for ﬁtting tide gauges to produce the
correct open ocean variability. Yet another possibility is that sea level in the North Atlantic does not exhibit
large dominant modes of variability like in the Paciﬁc and is poorly captured by a truncated set of EOFs.

4. Discussion
While several sea level reconstructions exist for the past 50–60 years, all products show signiﬁcant deviations from each other in their regional sea level variability and trends. Only in some regions do the products
appear to agree better over the entire period. However, even during the well-observed satellite altimetry
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Figure 10. Correlation with altimetry. The correlation of satellite altimetry data with the listed product over the period 1993–2007. The correlation is calculated
after a 5 year running mean has been applied to each time series, and all have been detrended.

era, they only agree particularly well with each other in the Paciﬁc Ocean, and parts of the Indian Ocean
(which covary with the Paciﬁc). And this agreement is largely restricted there to ENSO and PDO patterns of
interannual and decadal variability. In contrast, the variability in the products is not well correlated with tide
gauges, or each other, outside the Paciﬁc.
With respect to regional trends, i.e., the anomaly relative to the global-mean, trends inferred from tidegauge data are generally larger in magnitude (more positive or more negative) than the product trends
found in reconstructions or even altimetry, suggesting that remaining uncertainties exist also in the
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Figure 11. Correlation of the products with the PDO index. There is good agreement between all products for this climate mode, but differences in details are present and substantial in some regions. This is the only climate mode index for which all the products agree this well, or for which all have large-scale, good
correlations.

observational data record. The reason why tide gauge trends can deviate from open ocean sea surface
trends measured by altimetry fundamentally depends on the way local vertical land motion at the tide
gauge location is estimated and can be corrected in the tide-gauge data, along with any other residual
trend in corrections (King et al., 2012). Improvements in our ability to infer and correct local vertical land
mez et al., 2014; Wo
€ppelmann & Marcos, 2016), and
motion are an area of ongoing research (Santamarıa-Go
might require that all tide gauge stations come equipped with appropriate GPS receivers, which may be
able to better constrain local estimates of GIA and other sources of VLM. Correcting the gauges for these
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Table 3
Correlations Between Productsa
AWI
North Paciﬁc (08N–658N)
TGRs
CSIRO
0.62
CCAR
0.63
LEGOS
0.58
ODAs
GECCO2
0.52
ORA-S4
0.54
SODA 2.1.6
0.51
North Atlantic (08N–658N)
TGRs
CSIRO
0.11
CCAR
0.31
LEGOS
0.12
ODAs
GECCO2
0.27
ORA-S4
0.33
SODA 2.1.6
0.28

CSIRO

CCAR

0.73
0.73

0.69

0.56
0.61
0.57

0.10
0.11
0.02
0.00
0.06

0.61
0.64
0.58

LEGOS

GECCO2

ORA-S4

0.66
0.68
0.64

0.74
0.69

0.80

0.26
0.39
0.37

0.47
0.40

0.53

0.14
0.10
0.20
0.20

a

Calculated from detrended time series of 5 year running mean annual sea level anomalies. The correlations listed
are mean correlations over all grid boxes in the named basin, i.e., over all ocean regions in the basin, calculated as
before and described in section 2.4. The italicized values are the correlations of TGRs with TGRs and the boldfaced are
of ODAs with ODAs, to highlight these results for easy inspection.

motions before ﬁtting them to RSOI patterns from altimetry may help improve regional trend estimates perhaps to a large degree, as errors have been found as large as 62 mm yr21 in long-term linear trends.
Remaining altimetric biases in regional trends can also exist from limitations in tide gauge coverage and
the need for better vertical land motion estimates (Watson et al., 2015); these biases should be corrected
with the latest estimates to ensure that the resulting reconstruction contains as little overall bias as possible.
A continuation of the ESA CCI project (Ablain et al., 2014) could therefore pay speciﬁc attention to the estimates of regional sea level trends, especially close to coast lines.
But it is important to recognize that regional trends can also be incorrectly reconstructed due to insufﬁcient
resolution of lower frequency modes of variability in the shorter altimetry record. We ﬁnd that the North
Atlantic in particular is poorly reconstructed in general when comparing the correlations between products
and to the tide gauges, and especially in the prealtimetry period. The LEGOS TGR mean product performs
better in the North Atlantic than the other products in the comparisons to tide gauges, due in part to the
per-basin EOF patterns used in these speciﬁc reconstructions (all four LEGOS reconstructions perform well
there). A comparison between the LEGOS reconstructions over the prealtimetry era (not shown) reveals that
two of the three which are based on the longer time scale patterns from ODAs (the ORA-S4 and SODA
based reconstructions) have slightly higher median correlations to tide gauges in both the North Paciﬁc
(0.71 and 0.68 versus 0.65) and North Atlantic (0.75 and 0.7 versus 0.65) than for the altimetry-based reconstruction. Since the ODAs already compare less well to the tide gauges than does altimetry over the altimetry era (Figure 8d), this suggests that there is some beneﬁt to the longer time frame of the ODAs’ sea level
data, which could generate sea level variability not accounted for in the shorter altimetry record.
One recommendation for future efforts emerging from this study would be to test the performance of TGRs
constructed separately for each basin. Then methodological differences, such as cyclostationary EOFs or the
approach of ﬁtting gauge PC time series to altimetry patterns, would provide results which could be tested
for robustness of this per-basin approach. The goal could be to speciﬁcally examine open ocean SSH variability in the North Atlantic to see if there is some improvement in correlations between treatments in the
ocean away from the tide gauges. A second possible methodological change could be to remove an estimate of GMSL initially from all input data in an effort to speciﬁcally reconstruct regional trends, alongside
additional corrections of local vertical land motion as suggested above. However, an important caveat
remains, in that we would still not be certain that even robust features have captured historical open ocean
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Figure 12. Ensemble statistics. (a) Regional trends of the ensemble mean from 1960 to 1992 in mm yr21, relative to the global-mean trend. (b) Ensemble spread
(standard deviation) of the seven products’ 1960–1992 trends, in mm yr21. (c) Correlation of ensemble mean detrended time series with detrended tide-gauge
data, after a 5 year running mean was computed. (d) Signal-to-noise ratio (Figure 12a divided by Figure 12b scaled to the 90% CL); greater than 1 is 90%
signiﬁcant.

SSH variability patterns particularly well. There also continues to be the possibilities that either (1) altimetry
has not been around long enough to capture lower frequency North Atlantic variability modes of importance or (2) the tide gauges are simply doing something different than the open ocean in that basin. In the
latter case, various data processing approaches may be needed since gauges can have different reasons for
mismatching open ocean variability, including riverine variability, vertical land motion, and local wind
forcing.
An important question remains whether uncertainties in regional SSH trend estimates contain random
errors, and whether an ensemble mean of the existing reconstructions could provide a better estimate. A
similar approach is performed in the context of ocean reanalysis (Balmaseda et al., 2015; Storto et al., 2015),
and with the LEGOS products (Meyssignac et al., 2012a). Testing it here in the context of SSH reconstructions, it appears that averaging the products will improve the performance of the result with respect to the
tide gauges, as was seen for the regional trends in Table 2 (MAV columns for TGR mean, ODA mean, and
Ensemble mean). The ensemble mean trend (Figure 12a) still shows some resemblance to the shorter altimetry trends in the Paciﬁc, which results partly from the strong AWI trends in this basin over this long period.
In general, the ensemble mean product does not show a conclusive improvement relative to all tide-gauge
data (circles in the ﬁgure), not unlike for the individual products. We also note that the ensemble spread of
the trends exhibits greater uncertainty in the western low-latitude Paciﬁc and in western boundary current
separation regions in the North Paciﬁc and North Atlantic (Figure 12b). The subpolar Atlantic and eastern
tropical Paciﬁc also have signiﬁcant spread of nearly 1 mm yr21, which is half the size of the global-mean
trend, and a substantial part of the regional tide gauge trends.
Does this ensemble mean product provides a better product in the open ocean than the individual products? It appears that the decadal-scale correlations to detrended tide gauges shows improved lowfrequency variability relative to most of the products (Figure 12c). However, an independent test of the
accuracy of the ensemble mean over the open ocean is still needed. When we compared the ensemble
mean of all seven products to the ensemble mean of just the TGRs and that of just the ODAs, we ﬁnd that
the TGR ensemble mean has nearly the same mean correlation with the prealtimetry tide-gauge data as
does the ensemble mean (0.65 compared to the full ensemble mean’s value of 0.66), whereas the ODA
ensemble mean performs somewhat less well (0.55). This also shows that the TGRs still match the tide
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gauges better than the ODAs, although it also still does not describe how well these products reproduce
the real variability in the open ocean.
At present time, a signiﬁcant limiting factor in making further progress is the lack of long altimetric time
series, preventing us from estimating accurate long-time-scale SSH variability patterns. Only the future can
remedy this problem, underpinning the need to continue indeﬁnitely high-quality altimetric measurements.
Tide gauges need to also be maintained into the future, and continuing efforts are needed to rescue historical tide-gauge data.
From our study, we conclude that presently a coherent description of regional sea level changes prior to
the altimeter era only exists to a limited degree. The reconstructions of past sea level presented here show
substantial uncertainties and do not allow robust conclusions about prealtimetry regional sea level variability and change patterns over much of the ocean; there is some agreement in the detrended North and tropical Paciﬁc data related to climate modes. Finding a robust way to infer improved estimates of past regional
sea level changes and variability remains a subject of fundamental research.
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